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Abstract
Mosaic is tackling two of the most pressing problems 
plaguing the cryptoasset space today: (1) unreliable and 
insufficient data and research; and (2) an overall painful 
user experience for market parAcipants. With this 
Whitepaper, our goal is to demonstrate how Mosaic 
solves these problems by providing a database plaEorm 
and decentralized market intelligence network with an 
intuiAve user interface. By solving these two problems 
we believe Mosaic will become the foremost cryptoasset 
app—the gateway to the crypto world—where people 
get their data and research, discuss ideas with other 
members of the community, and manage their 
porEolios.



Background & Problem
AJer finally breaking into the mainstream consciousness, it has become clear that 
cryptoassets are now in a precarious and dangerous posiAon. With each addiAonal 
vicAm of a pump-and-dump scheme and new bit of disinformaAon spread about 
exisAng projects of high worth, the crypto community grows weaker and faces a 
heightened risk of regulatory crackdown and public loss of faith. We must act 
quickly to seize back control. 

But how? News outlets and tradiAonal financial houses—insAtuAons once able to 
command near-complete trust within their domains—have failed to outgrow 
recently earned reputaAons for weak research and self-dealing in their coverage of 
this new asset class. ExisAng online infrastructure has proven no match for a deluge 
of professional markeAng firms and sophisAcated scammers with fake accounts. 
These agents have taken control of crypto social media for nefarious purposes and 
use their influence to drown out the voices of both the community’s early 
technological stewards and would-be contributors who fear taking on armies of 
paid detractors. True to our industry's cypherpunk roots, we won't fight this fire 
with fire — instead, we will fight with technology.

Mosaic's decentralized market intelligence network is both a shelter from the storm 
of disinformaAon and a more accountable, outcome-driven way to measure and 
reward competent analysis in the cryptoasset space. The requirement for ID-
verified user registraAon eliminates the influence of bots and faceless shills, while 
the immutability of a public blockchain binds researchers to their long-run asset 
price predicAons. Feed exposure and contributor compensaAon smart contracts are 
subject to both the hard facts of trackable past performance and standard wisdom-
of-the-crowd voAng mechanisms. This triparAte mix—performance objecAvity, 
subjecAve quality, and skin in the game—should prove a potent remedy to the 
industry’s current research ills. 

We know the success of our network will be driven by the discoveries and insights 
of the underlying researcher community. Thus, it is also part of our mission to

Most cryptoassets research is of 
poor quality and dubious impar=ality
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provide access to the type of comprehensive, reliable datasets which will help to 
boost researchers’ data science and valuaAon outputs from the hobbyist level to a 
level of professionalism and sophisAcaAon worthy of deployment at scale across 
the thousands of traded cryptoassets. 

At Mosaic, we believe meritocracy and producAve compeAAon bring out the best in 
people. The immense passion and knowledge base of the crypto community, in 
conjuncAon with equal access to great data, will result in the creaAon of superior 
research far beyond the capacity of tradiAonal centralized in-house operaAons. We 
believe our one-stop shop, opAmized for maximum user engagement from both 
new and experienced users, can turn the Ade of baZle against disinformaAon in the 
cryptoasset space.

The Mosaic Solu=on
Like a mosaic or any other style of fragmented artwork, the “big picture” of 
cryptoassets cannot emerge without the careful assembly of many interlocking 
pieces. Widespread uncertainty about valuaAon techniques has revealed that one 
or more of these pieces (including a lack of quality market data and research) are 
currently absent from the overall cryptoasset picture. We believe we can fill the 
missing research gap with several closely-related products essenAal to the creaAon 
and consumpAon of high-quality insight. Our soluAon is to offer these product 
categories, fueled by a unique protocol and token-based economic engine, and 
present them to the community in a user-friendly interface.
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Mosaic Protocol and Token

The blockchain-based Mosaic Market Intelligence Protocol (MMIP) enables Mosaic 
to be more free of biases and conflicts of interest—and therefore able to deliver 
more reliable research—than centralized research plaEorms. The MMIP provides a 
distributed, immutable, and transparent ledger of review history that can be uAlized 
to evaluate and track the quality of research and accuracy of predicAons produced 
by analysts. It compensates analysts via smart contracts coded to reward both long-
term predicAve accuracy and popularity. Malicious users who may aZempt to 
manipulate public percepAon via consistent upvoAng of low-quality (or downvoAng 
of high-quality) material will see their accounts lose influence over Ame. 

MZX (our naAve ERC-20 token) is the economic engine—built on the MMIP—
powering unbiased, rigorous, and scalable research and informaAon.  MZX is also 
the naAve method for seZlement between parAes and facilitates access to Mosaic’s 
resources. It underpins incenAvized acAviAes of both users and analysts on the 
Network. The logic and technology behind MMIP and MZX are described in detail 
later in this paper, but in short, users use MZX to:
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• access premium research, data, and soJware by being a Mosaic subscriber 

• vote to select the cryptoassets researched on the plaEorm (token-sale 
subscribers are also required to choose “research coverage” topics at Ame 
of iniAal purchase of MZX) 

• rate research and analysts 

• receive rewards for contribuAons to the plaEorm, such as but not limited 
to: posAng research, making accurate predicAons, uploading high quality 
datasets, contribuAng to discussions, and giving raAngs to researchers and 
reports.

User-Friendly Interface

Our design philosophy is straighEorward: we intend to bring the simplicity and 
beauty of crowd-favorite apps like SpoAfy to the cryptoassets space. For a 
seamless experience, users should be able to access Mosaic anywhere, anyAme, 
and from any synced device, because the crypto world never sleeps.

Product Pillars

The table below demonstrates the four pillars of Mosaic’s product offering, whose 
release will be spread across two iniAal phases of deployment:

Product Offering Deployment 
Phase (Expected)

Pillar 1 Research Network 1.0

Pillar 2 Data PlaEorm 1.1

Pillar 3 API IntegraAon 1.2

Pillar 4 PorEolio Management & Performance Comparison 1.3

All Version 1 products will be available through a web applicaAon. By Version 2.0, 
mobile and desktop ediAons for all of the offerings shown in the table above will 
also be released.



Pillar 1: Research Network

• Deep research gives ID-verified users access to rigorous conclusions and 
price esAmates produced by a fluid network of veZed, conflict-disclosing 
analysts. Research could include technology reviews, fundamental or 
market research, valuaAons, technical analysis, and buy/sell 
recommendaAons. 

• Community content engages a global community for the research process 
through the posAng of ideas, creaAon of discussion and comment threads, 
raAng of individual analysts and their research, user-to-user messaging, 
and voAng for the direcAon of future analyst research. 

• Machine Learning-based idea discovery helps the network discover new 
cryptoassets and underserved topical areas, and suggests potenAal areas 
of interest for users through user engagement paZern recogniAon.
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Pillar 2: Data PlaKorm

• Large, comprehensive datasets provide aggregated data pertaining to: (a) 
trading and prices, (b) network usage, (c) mining acAvity, (d) wallet 
adopAon, (e) insider reporAng, (f) event-driven news, (g) social media 
senAment, and (h) market penetraAon. 

• SoGware features and tools allow network analysts and users to access 
search and discovery screens, filters, and algorithmic analyses scalable 
across the thousands of traded cryptoassets. 

• Open-source data plaJorm rewards data scienAsts, developers, and 
researchers for developing open-source data analysis tools and fosters a 
community for sharing techniques and algorithms with the wider Mosaic 
community. 

• AnalyLcs app store allows developers to build their own analyAcal 
applicaAons on top of Mosaic’s open data plaEorm.

Pillar 3: API Integra=on

• Easy-to-use APIs allow Mosaic’s partners to pull data and research into 
their own plaEorms so that they can power their products without any 
issues. 

• Different integraLon opLons allow partners to customize this informaAon 
from Mosaic according to their own needs and customers.



Mosaic Market Intelligence Protocol
Several key principles underpin the funcAoning of Mosaic. These are: 

• Reliability: users have access to reliable data, research, and informaAon 
• Rigor: the depth of analysis and the quality of insights throughout the 

plaEorm are consistently high, with high-accuracy predicAons 
• ULlity: content with significantly greater usefulness and acAonability than 

can be found elsewhere 
• Scalability: the network can easily grow to include thousands of 

cryptoassets with hundreds or thousands of contributors 
• Transparency: audited smart contracts, clear protocol documentaAon, and 

an immutable plaEorm history allow users to easily verify an open and fair 
system 

• Anonymity: masking reviewer and voter idenAAes to reduce conflicts of 
interest 

To incorporate these principles into our network, we have created the Mosaic 
Market Intelligence Protocol (MMIP). Its five key components are: 

1. IdenAty verificaAon 
2. Trust-minimized economic engine

We are helping to fill the current  
research void by crea=ng a new reliable 
research and informa=on ecosystem

Pillar 4: PorKolio Management & Performance Comparison

• PorJolio management tool tracks user porEolios and watchlists, privately 
comparing performance to that of analysts on the network. 

• Share and search funcLonality opens up porEolios to be shared, 
compared, and ranked against other users in the community as desired.
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The Mosaic plaEorm is built on a permissioned blockchain. All users must register 
using their real idenAAes.1 Through this type of verificaAon, Mosaic: 

• moAvates content providers—who are pupng their reputaAon on the line 
by publishing their analyses and predicAons on the plaEorm—to be 
forthright and provide their best work 

• assures the integrity of the plaEorm by prevenAng malicious actors from 
creaAng mulAple and/or fake accounts and overwhelming the system 

• prevents bots from exisAng on the network by curtailing the Mosaic API2 
to make it impossible to automate tasks on the plaEorm, such as posAng, 
ediAng, upvoAng and downvoAng content.

Trust-minimized Economic Engine

ExisAng content aggregators and social media sites do not hold contributors 
accountable for past incorrect opinions - deleted posts and deleted accounts are 
common, parAcularly in the crypto space. Our protocol records predicAons on an 
open, verifiable blockchain and rewards contributors willing to stand behind their 
work through an unbiased system primarily focused on: 

a. accuracy of posts 
b. quanAty of posts 
c. quality of posts, defined by a set of algorithms based on user raAngs of 

research and researchers 
d. length of membership of both the contributors and the users who give 

feedback on contributors’ work. 

The more highly that contributors are rated, the longer those members have been 
on Mosaic, and the more MZX (Mosaic tokens) they own, the higher the rewards. 

Contributors receive their rewards at the end of each month in the form of MZX, 
the amount of which depends on the acAvity on their profile and content from that 
month. The protocol calculates and distributes the exact quanAty of rewards 
automaAcally via a smart contract; how much a contributor receives is fully dictated

1  Real idenAAes are enforced on the Mosaic network through idenAty verificaAon (through a government issued ID 
document), address verificaAon (through address details on a bank statement or a uAlity bill issued against the same name as 
on the submiZed ID document), phone verificaAon (through SMS or call), and enabling 2FA by default. 
2  A counter-example of an API that lets users automate tasks on the plaEorm is TwiZer’s API, which enables automated 
tweeAng, retweeAng, liking and replying.

Iden=ty Verifica=on

3. MZX Staking Mechanism 
4. Trust-minimized research coverage 
5. Anonymous raAngs and criAques
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by the relevant code. Analysts and users can thus be assured of fair, objecAve 
compensaAon and the avoidance of favoriAsm. In addiAon, because the reward a 
contributor gets varies widely according to their predicAve accuracy, the plaEorm 
also incenAvizes contributors to be as accurate in their analyses as possible. 

Users interact with the Mosaic smart contract via the web API and user interface. 
There are five main operaAons allowed by the contract: 

• Add a post: hashes the new post and stores its hash on the blockchain. 
This makes the post immutable without everyone noAcing, and makes it 
available for users to access and rate. It also allows the system to check 
the accuracy of the forecast and analyAcs in the post. The user must also 
stake a certain amount of MZX with this operaAon; 

• Access a post: requests access to the arAcle for a user. It checks whether 
the user is allowed to access the post (i.e., the membership status of the 
user). If not, it denies access to the user; 

• Rate a post: saves the user's raAng for a parAcular post. Every user can 
rate only once for each post they have accessed; 

• Rate an author: saves the user's raAng for a given author in a certain Ame 
period (month, quarter, etc.); users can rate only authors of the posts they 
have accessed during that period of Ame; 

• Reward an author: called by the system at the end of each designated 
Ame period. This issues MZX to the author based on their average raAng 
and the reviews their posts received during that period. 

The two figures below demonstrate Mosaic’s smart contract mechanism and the 
overall architecture at a high level to crystallize the principles described in this 
secAon.
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Figure 1: Visualiza=on of Mosaic Research smart contract
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Figure 2: Overview of Mosaic’s architecture

The MMIP also contains mechanisms to combat misinformaAon, spam, and 
malicious user behavior. These are common but significant problems for content 
networks that are normally solved in centralized systems through user feedback 
and manual moderator intervenAons.

MZX Staking Mechanism
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Since there is no “admin” in an immutable, decentralized blockchain-based system 
like  Mosaic, an individual cannot delete or censor parAcular transacAons on the 
network (e.g., posted content, user votes, or discussion board comments) if they are 
spam unless that person were to control a substanAal share of the network’s 
computaAonal power (e.g., 51% aZacks).3 Our system is designed to take care of 
misinformaAon and spam automaAcally through mandatory staking contracts. 

The underlying mechanics are simple: every Ame a user posts content on Mosaic or 
rates the content of others, they place a slashable stake in MZX into escrow 
through a smart contract, with size of the stake dependent on the type of 
interacAon as well as the accuracy and popularity of past posts. The Mosaic smart 
contract holds these tokens in reserve for a given amount of Ame. At the end of 
this period, if a post is heavily downvoted, the staking mechanism automaAcally 
flags that post and removes it from users’ feeds, with the stake sent to a pool 
reserved for future contributor rewards. MZX stakes aZached to unflagged content 
are automaAcally returned to their original owner and those posts remain 
unchanged on the feeds. 

We expect this staking mechanism, in conjuncAon with the requirement for users 
to submit their real idenAAes when joining the network, to promote content 
excellence while simultaneously penalizing spam, misinformaAon, or low-quality 
comments.

The MMIP creates a trustless ecosystem where no individual or group controls the 
specific set of cryptoasset topics covered on the plaEorm. Unlike a tradiAonal, 
centralized research enAty, Mosaic cannot exercise editorial control or exert any 
subjecAve judgment over quality beyond rules explicitly defined within the smart 
contracts. MZX holders vote for the topics they would like to see covered on the 
plaEorm and for researchers whose work they enjoy. The network prioriAzes 
allocaAon of the global rewards pool toward research content favored by these 
aggregate community preferences, while sAll ensuring user exposure to 
personalized topics of interest on their own feeds. 

Users control their own experience at Mosaic: any user can access their reviews 
without needing to interact with or gain permission from Mosaic. Using a 
permissioned blockchain to manage raAng system metadata allows users to get all 
updates from their peers, without the need to directly query Mosaic for any 
informaAon, other than the most up-to-date content. This distributed architecture 
creates a fault tolerant network, so that almost all informaAon—including Ame-
sensiAve analysis—is readily accessible by any user at any Ame.

Trust-minimized Research Coverage

3  Contrary to widespread belief, so-called ‘51% aZacks’ (e.g., double spending tokens or censoring transacAons) can be 
aZempted even if the aZacker controls less than 50% of the network’s computaAonal power. However, a successful aZack is 
not guaranteed unless the aZacker controls greater than 50% of the network’s mining hashrate.
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By aligning the incenAves of the parAcipants with those of the network, MMIP 
guarantees the reliability and quality of content posted on Mosaic, and ensures that 
contributors do not waste Ame working on projects and analyses for which no user 
demand exists to jusAfy their compensaAon.

An environment of objecAvity and freedom of thought is essenAal for the creaAon 
of high-quality research. In a system making use of ID-verificaAon for social sybil 
resistance, it is especially important to promote apoliAcal, unbiased peer review and 
avoid cults of celebrity or excessive coat-tail riding. Thus, the Mosaic plaEorm 
ensures all raAngs and comments are anonymous, while ensuring mechanisms are 
in place to punish users who abuse such a privilege.

Anonymous Ra=ngs & Cri=ques

Research Network
The Mosaic network promotes the creaAon of professional-grade fundamental 
research and data science in the cryptoassets and distributed ledger technologies 
(DLT) space. At scale, the smart contracts of our Market Intelligence Protocol will be 
able to simultaneously apporAon compensaAon to hundreds or thousands of 
decentralized, veZed Mosaic contributors covering all known cryptoasset-related 
topics demanded by the market. 

CompeAAon amongst researchers for a larger share of a limited token reward pool 
and availability of high-quality datasets will serve to maintain a superior quality of 
data analysis, insights, buy/sell recommendaAons, and valuaAon discussions for our 
subscribers compared to what they could find in other retail research plaEorms. In 
all likelihood, the collecAve cryptoasset industry knowledge, financial acumen, and 
domain-specific experAse of the millions of exisAng enthusiasts worldwide will 
unlock coin- and token-specific compeAAve advantages and specialized topical 
coverage which no centralized firm, fund, shop, or team would be able to replicate. 

Example analyses already submiZed to Mosaic include: 

• Fundamental analysis (team, product, addressable market opportunity) 
• ValuaAon methodologies 
• Chain analysis 
• CompeAAve analysis 
• Protocol/blockchain technology and whitepaper analysis 
• Event-driven market updates and ongoing coin coverages 
• Trading data and analysis 
• Ecosystem support and adopAon analysis (transacAon levels, user growth 

rates, partnerships, wallet support, presence in exchanges, etc.) 
• Token model/incenAves analysis
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• Developer interest/support 
• Roadmap and risk factor analysis 
• Geographical analysis 
• Social media senAment analysis 
• ThemaAc/categorical analysis 

These and other types of analyses generated by Mosaic researchers and data 
scienAsts will not exist on the network in isolaAon. User-posted content, intra-site 
messaging, discussion forums, and raAngs of analysts will encourage the formaAon 
of lively communiAes around individual assets and themes. 

Unlike legacy content aggregators or social media sites which rely on hard-earned 
network effects to generate interest and user-engagement, Mosaic places the 
power to vote on the direcAon of future analyst research into the hands of its 
subscribers. The supply of analysis responds directly to demand from the 
community; thus, no research effort is ever wasted on an unrecepAve audience. 
Though we will make various suggesAons to our users (including potenAal areas of 
interest based on the recogniAon of prior engagement paZerns, exploraAon of new 
cryptoassets, etc.), the network’s direcAon ulAmately lies in users’ hands. This is a 
powerful proposiAon, and one that has only recently been made possible through 
the incenAve schemes, consideraAons, and protecAve mechanisms comprising the 
Mosaic Market Intelligence Protocol as described earlier in this paper.

Research reports are wriZen by both professional researchers directly employed by 
Mosaic Research Limited and other researchers from around the world who meet 
posAng requirements established by Mosaic Research Limited, such as conflict of 
interest disclosures. Rules for researchers include mandatory disclosures about 
holdings, restricAons on trading, and other requirements.

Research Policies and Compliance

Mosaic Data PlaKorm
In addiAon to our research network and unique protocol, Mosaic also has a 
proprietary database, the Mosaic Data PlaEorm (MDP), to enable users to retrieve 
data and insights from the network. 

To provide a soluAon to the aforemenAoned problems in the cryptoassets world via 
thorough analysis, the MDP will essenAally be a toolkit enabling: 

1. contributors to suggest (i) adding data sources, (ii) introducing new metrics 
and analyses, including new staAsAcs, and (iii) covering new markets and 
exchanges;
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2. researchers to generate staAsAcs, analysis and reports from plaEorm data; 
and 

3. users to consume research available on the plaEorm as well as passively 
contribuAng towards the research content by, for example, (i) raAng 
(upvoAng/downvoAng), (ii) commenAng, and (iii) requesAng new ediAons. 

The MDP will have two modes: main and advanced, to suit the needs of different 
users. The main mode will allow users to consume the plaEorm by having access to 
off-the-shelf opAons for their analyses. Similarly, advanced mode will be a bespoke 
opAon for custom analysis.

Metrics

We aim to explain the trends around the following metrics. In order for the MDP to 
enable researching the metrics, we will incorporate data from mulAple sources 
ranging from exchanges to developer repositories and community forums. 

• Trading data — historical pricing and volume by exchange, technical 
analysis including coin correlaAons and relaAve valuaAons, SD, etc. vs 
overall market (e.g., does one category of coins or certain coins perform 
beZer than others), quanAtaAve comparison of token types 

• Network data — transacAonal data, transacAonal rates, meme pool size, 
unique addresses 

• Wallet data —  transacAon size by wallet address, ICO parAcipaAon by 
wallet 

• Mining data — hashrate changes, hashrate distribuAon, mining revenue, 
transacAon fees 

• Reported numbers from projects — token vesAng, token lock-ups, 
intended-use transacAonal data, etc. 

• Social senLment analysis — correlaAon of TwiZer and other social media 
acAvity (posiAve vs negaAve) with price change, posiAve threshold 
indicates increasing social interest and vice versa 

• Tech acLvity analysis — correlaAon of development acAvity and price 
change
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The MDP will mainly be composed of features that are either outcome data 
processing tools or intermediary data processing tools (for providing an input for a 
more complex manual analysis). For example, producing charts, figures, analyses 
and reports are outcome tools; whereas adding data sources, creaAng new metrics, 
applying mathemaAcal techniques, and producing staAsAcs will be intermediary 
tools helping all users of the plaEorm in producing results that form part of their 
research outcomes. 

The MDP feature-set will be driven by machine-learning techniques, e.g., 
intermediary processing tools will be driven by: (i) preprocessing, decomposiAon 
and screening; (ii) clustering and classificaAon; and (iii) regression. 

For example, in order to answer the quesAon “How do top coins (e.g., Bitcoin, 
Ether, XRP, Dash) compare on the social senAment scale when menAoned against 
one another?”, an advanced user can perform the following steps: (i) preprocess the 
social network data and extract features; (ii) cluster the data to parAAon into 
predefined categories or algorithmically learned groups; (iii) perform topic models 
to produce polarity and senAment scores; and (iv) use charAng tools to produce the 
figures shown. 

The figures below use selected data from Dec’17 to mid-Feb’18 (approximately 80 
days). The figures show that: (i) Bitcoin’s polarity resonates with the recent market 
volaAlity, where Bitcoin lost almost half its value; (ii) Ether regained most of its lost 
value; (iii) Ripple lost and stabilised its value aJer a rapid gain; and (iv) Dash is one 
of the few cryptocurrencies that gained almost all of its value aJer the recent 
slump.

MDP Feature-set



Figure 3: Visualiza=on of select data for 4 cryptocurrencies
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Among the features the MDP will provide is quick ‘sneak-peek’ staAsAcs for various 
data (see table below). These are meant to generate summary reports and analyses 
that provide a snapshot of acAvity per given Amescale. Below is a selecAon of some 
of these staAsAcs.

MDP Sta=s=cs

Sneak-peek Stats Data

Price, 50, 100, 250 day MAs Daily Coin Price, Average price 
gain over Ame

Price gain, 1d-7d-14d-1m-3m-6m-1y-lifeAme Average price gain over Ame, in 
both USD and %

Market CapitalisaAon, RelaAve Market Cap 
Share of all Crypto

Current Token Supply * Price 
per token, sum

Age Age of asset, from either the 
genesis block or the day it 
became tradable
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New Issuance Value of coins issued in the last 
24 hours (in USD)

Current Supply Number of tokens available 
today

Total Supply Total number of tokens that will 
ever be issued

Number of Exchanges vs the average coin, or 
vs BTC

Total Availability to Exchanges 
or Markets

Public Interest News, Exchanges, Finance

Community Interest Social media acAvity (e.g., 
Telegram, TwiZer, Facebook, 
Reddit)

Developer AcAvity Developer acAvity of coins on 
their public repos (GitHub, 
BitBucket)

TransacAon Count # transacAons per day

TransacAon Volume Sum (Coin Price*TransacAon 
Count per price point) per day

Average Block Size Average block size in MB

TransacAon per Block Average # transacAons per 
block

Median ConfirmaAon Time Median Ame required for a 
transacAon to be accepted into 
a mined block

VolaAlity, 7d-1m-3m-6m-1y VolaAlity of daily returns

Distance to Peak % difference to coin’s highest 
historical price

InflaAon Coin supply over Ame

Fees Fees paid to miners in the last 
24 hours (in USD)

NVT Current market capitalizaAon / 
transacAon volume (averaged 
over last 10 days)
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Aggregate Stats Data

Peak 24 hr #TransacAons, 1-3-6-12-MAX 24 hr 
transacAons volume

Daily TransacAons

Peak hash power, 1-3-6-12-MAX month hash 
power level, changes in level, and variance, 
trend

Daily Network Hash Power

Peak number nodes, 1-3-6-12-MAX month 
node level, changes in level, variance, slope of 
trendline

Daily # Unique Miners/Nodes

1-2-6-12-MAX month growth rates, trend Daily # Unique Wallet 
Addresses

Herfindahl Hirschman Index, current 1-3-6-12-
MAX month trend

Daily DistribuAon of Tokens 
among unique wallets (HHI can 
be esAmated w.o ALL data)

Token supply, rate of change/inflaAon trend Daily Token Supply

1-3-6-12 month volaAlity, return, sharpe raAo Daily Coin Price

Aggregate Volume, ConcentraAon of Volume 
(HHI for volume), 1-3-6-12 MAX, geographical 
distribuAon

Daily Trading Volume, individual 
exchanges

1-3-6-12-MAX month growth rates, trend Daily Blockchain Size

1-3-6-12-MAX month change, trend Block Time

However, the beauty of the system lies in the details. The following is a short non-
exhausAve list of aggregate staAsAcs that will be perAnent for producing detailed 
analysis as part of research reports.

2030 Market Cap Expected market cap of coin on 
January 1, 2030 (calculated 
with today’s price)

2050 Market Cap Expected market cap of coin on 
January 1, 2050 (calculated 
with today’s price)

Mosaic Sneak-Peek Score MathemaLcally derived score 
that can be used to compare 
cryptoassets



The figure below presents a high-level overview of MDP’s architecture and how it 
would funcAon — mainly to convert raw informaAon and data into thorough 
analyses and reports. While this is bound to evolve over Ame, it is useful to include 
it here for reference.

Architecture
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1-3-6-12-MAX month average txn/block level, 
variance

TransacAons per Block

1-3-6-12-MAX avg, variance, trend TransacAon Cost

Cross reference daily txn cost, get net miner 
revenue per block or hash, 1-3-6-12 MAX 
trend

Miner Bounty/Block, cross 
referenced with daily prices

Mosaic Aggregate Score MathemaLcally derived score 
that can be used to compare 
cryptoassets
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Figure 4: High-level illustra=on of MDP’s architecture

In version 1.2, Mosaic will release its AnalyAcs App Store where developers can 
release their own analyAcal applicaAons using Mosaic’s own open data plaEorm 
and developer tools. This allows developers to create apps that incorporate the 
cupng edge research and informaAon in Mosaic, so that they can serve their 
customers in a novel way that they could not have done so otherwise, as well as 
broaden their audience by reaching all exisAng Mosaic users.

Analy=cs App Store
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- Android app release 
- Deepening of integraAons with exchanges

- iOS app release 
- API IntegraAon of the plaEorm with exchanges and 

other partners (v1.2) 
- Release of PorEolio Management tool (v1.3) 
- Further expansion of research coverage to include all 

major cryptoassets

- Official launch of Mosaic’s web applicaAon (v1.0) 
for the general public 

- Closing of the token sale and distribuAon of 
Mosaic tokens (MZX) to all subscribers 

- Release of Mosaic Data PlaEorm (v1.1) 
- Launch of social networking features, enabling 

users to create content  
- Expansion of research coverage to new 

cryptoassets

Timeline and Milestones

Q3 
2017

Q4 
2017

Q1 
2018

- Carry out iniAal due diligence 
- Develop iniAal plan 
- Start building the team

- Develop full plan, write White Paper 
- Conduct regulatory review 
- Build the first batch of global team of 

researchers; prepare iniAal research projects 
and arAcles

- Release beta product web applicaAon (v0.9) for 
presale subscribers 

- Launch iniAal research coverage of cryptocurrencies, 
available for all presale subscribers  

- Launch and close token pre-sale

Q2 
2018

Q3 
2018

Q4 
2018
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For the Mosaic Network to funcAon properly, the number of tokens in circulaAon 
must be equal to the number necessary to support a thriving research ecosystem. 
As we expect the number of parAcipants on the network to grow over Ame, the 
token supply should also increase to match this growth. Therefore, in order to 
support our community, Mosaic will implement an inflaAonary model for the MZX 
tokens. IniAally, the annual inflaAon rate is 5%, and will decrease linearly every year 
to 1% over 20 years, and aJerwards remain at 1% in perpetuity. The smart contract 
will create the new tokens at the end of every month. For every new batch of 
tokens, 75% will be used to reward contributors to the plaEorm, while 25% will be 
used to fund expenses to maintain and expand the network.

MZX Supply

Use of Proceeds

We are planning to use the funds raised from our token sale for general operaAng 
expenses and to enhance the capabiliAes of the plaEorm (see Figure 5). In 
parAcular, the use of proceeds will be distributed in the following manner: 

55% - Core Product and Technology: engineering and product team, and IT 
expenses 
15% - OperaLons: administraAve and other general expenses  
20% - Sales & MarkeLng: expenses related to selling and markeAng our product 
10% - Legal and other expenses: any other expense that is needed outside the 
categories above will be funded through this secAon

Token Sale

 75% of total tokens  
 for the community

We are issuing 1 billion MZX with the following distribuAon: 

• 400 million tokens for token sale subscribers 

• 350 million tokens for plaJorm contributors and reserve 

• 50 million tokens for ecosystem partners and advisors 

• 200 million tokens for the team
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Figure 5: Use of funds from token sale



Team

Management team

Alex Bradford, Co-Founder and CEO. Alex is a veteran technology 
investor, serial entrepreneur, and acAve cryptocurrency investor. 
He is the founder of Voyager Global Advisors, Voyager Global 
Capital Partners, and BIG, a group of e-commerce companies. 
Alex was formerly a tech/media Research Analyst at SAC Capital 
Advisors, a $14B hedge fund, investment banking Analyst at 
Goldman Sachs (TMT), and Business Analyst at McKinsey & Co. 
He has a BA (Honors and DisAncAon) from Stanford University 
and an MBA from the Harvard Business School. 

Dr. Garrick Hileman, Co-Founder. Garrick is one of the world's 
most-cited researchers of cryptocurrencies and distributed ledger 
technologies. He received his PhD from the London School of 
Economics and is a researcher at the University of Cambridge, 
where he lectures on cryptocurrencies and distributed leader 
technologies. He is the author of the "2017 Global 
Cryptocurrency Benchmarking Study" (University of Cambridge) 
and the follow-on "2017 Global Blockchain Benchmarking 
Study" (University of Cambridge). He also created and published 
the CoinDesk State of Bitcoin and State of Blockchain reports 
from 2013-2016. His prior work experience includes equity 
research and corporate finance for a San Francisco investment 
bank. 

Dr. David Horning, CFA, Chief Financial Officer. For the last 5 
years, David was CFO of several technology startups in San 
Francisco. Before that, he was an investor at Palo Alto Investors 
for 5 years, and a capital markets Research Analyst at Washington 
Mutual Bank. David has an MS in Management Science & 
Engineering and a PhD in Mechanical Engineering—both from 
Stanford University. 

Alpkaan Celik, Chief Data ScienAst. Alpkaan is a mathemaAcian 
and data scienAst. Before joining Mosaic, Alpkaan was a Program 
Manager at MicrosoJ, where he led various data science 
iniAaAves in the Web PlaEorm Team. Alpkaan also worked in 
investment banking at CiAgroup and was a Research Analyst at 
the Harvard Business School. He graduated from Harvard College 
with a BA in Applied MathemaAcs and a minor in Government. He 
also focused on Economics throughout his studies.
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Zafar Gilani, Chief Data Architect. Zafar is currently pursuing the 
final stages of a PhD at the University of Cambridge. The topic of 
his research has been understanding the agents of social media 
influence, with a parAcular focus on automated social agents (i.e., 
bots). His research has been interdisciplinary involving techniques 
from staAsAcal analysis, computaAonal social science and machine 
learning. He has published a number of papers at top conferences 
during this Ame. Prior to starAng his doctoral research he worked 
at GfK SE (2013-2014), Telefonica Research (2013) and Stanford 
University (2009-2011). He completed a joint MS in distributed 
compuAng from KTH and UPC in 2013, and won the best paper 
award for his work. He completed a BS in IT from NUST in 2009, 
and won the best degree project award. 

Technology team 

Ben Fisch, SoJware Architect. Ben is currently a PhD candidate in 
the computer science department at Stanford University, working 
with Dan Boneh and the applied cryptography research group. 
His previous research affiliaAons include: the Weizmann InsAtute, 
Columbia University, and Cornell-Tech. His research spans various 
topics in cryptography and security, including cryptocurrencies, 
secure computaAon, private database search (see Blind Seer), and 
applicaAons of hardware security environments such as Intel SGX. 
He also has industry experience as a soJware developer for 
1010data and as a consultant for LGS InnovaAons. He received 
his bachelor's degree in MathemaAcs from the University of 
Pennsylvania in May 2013. 

Dr. Greg Wientjes, SoJware Engineer. Greg has been a soJware 
developer for the past 14 years. He was awarded his Ph.D. at 
Stanford in 2010, and completed his Master's of Science in 
Electrical Engineering (2006) and his Bachelor of Science degree 
in MathemaAcs (2004), both from Stanford. He aZended 
Singularity University (2009), and Draper University (2013).  Dr. 
Wientjes is the author of four books on technology and is founder 
of an Internet marketplace for university students and faculty. 

Bryan Lemster, SoJware Developer. Bryan has over twelve years 
of development and project management experience. Throughout 
his career, Bryan has engaged in large-scale development projects 
including social networks, Blockchain/cryptocurrency projects, 
and mobile applicaAon development for the iOS and Android 
plaEorms. Previously, he worked at one of the largest soJware 
companies, Computer Associates, at its headquarters in Long
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Island, NY as a lead engineer on new development projects. He 
graduated from the University of Southern California with a 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science. 

Andrey Gubar, SoJware Developer. Andrey has more than fiJeen 
years’ experience in soJware development: web and mobile 
applicaAons, blockchain and cryptocurrency, large-scale and 
distributed systems, and many others. He received a Master of 
Science degree in Computer Science (SoJware Development) at 
the Dnipro NaAonal University (Dnipro city, Ukraine) in 2003. 

Eugene Panasenko, SoJware Developer. Eugene’s experAse is in 
web and backend development, and also blockchain/
cryptocurrency. For the last nine years he has parAcipated in 
many different projects: social networks, financial apps, 
mulAmedia and communicaAons, games, etc. He graduated from 
Ukrainian State Chemical Technology University. 

Product team 

Andy Yee, Senior Researcher. Andy is a technology policy expert. 
He is currently a Public Policy Director for Visa in Greater China, 
handling policy issues related to digital payments, economic 
growth and financial inclusion. Prior to Visa, he served for four 
years as a Public Policy Analyst for Google in Asia Pacific. He is a 
Research Fellow at University College London (UCL) Centre for 
Blockchain Technologies, and an InternaAonal Fellow at the 
Center for Strategic and InternaAonal Studies (CSIS) 2017 
Abshire-Inamori Leadership Academy (AILA). Andy holds master’s 
and bachelor’s degrees in InformaAon Engineering from the 
University of Cambridge, and a master’s degree in Pacific Asian 
Studies from the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS). 

Dr. Ana Duek, Senior Researcher. Ana currently works for 
Sarment Group as Head of Data Strategy and AI. She was 
formerly head of the research team at the Development Office of 
the NaAonal University of Singapore. Prior to this, she was a 
researcher at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policies at the 
NaAonal University of Singapore, where she was responsible for 
internaAonal projects in the South-East Asia region. She holds a 
PhD in PoliAcal Economics (in the Economics of InnovaAon and 
Structural Change) and a MSc in System Engineering, both 
achieved with Honours.
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Andrew Hawley, Senior Researcher. Andrew is an MBA Candidate 
at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business, with 
concentraAons in AnalyAc Finance and Strategic Management. He 
is a graduate of Princeton University (AB in Economics), where his 
research dealt with control rights in Series A venture capital 
rounds and tech-sector labor mobility. Prior to joining Mosaic, 
Andrew was an Analyst at the Boston ConsulAng Group (BCG) 
based out of Chicago. 

Lanre Ige, Researcher. Lanre is a recent graduate from the 
University of Warwick, where he studied Philosophy, PoliAcs, & 
Economics - with a specializaAon in formal logic, modern 
philosophy, and economics. Lanre has worked at finance firms like 
Goldman Sachs Asset Management, Silk Invest Ltd., and Africa 
Merchant Capital. He developed a passion for cryptocurrency 
research aJer spending a summer researching the economic 
implicaAons of Bitcoin at the InsAtute of Economic Affairs. Since 
then he's been involved in the blockchain community. Recently, 
he has spent Ame doing part-Ame work at a Ethereum-based 
startup called MaZereum that does work at the intersecAon of 
property rights and smart contracts.

+ many others in our research contributor network!

James Larisch

Jason Yannos
Simon Janin

Dr. Ana Duek

Andrew Hawley

Reid Tymcio

Lauren Stephanian

Lanre Ige

Dang Du

Dustin Ares

Andy Yee
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Advisors 

Prabhakar Reddy, Advisor. Prabhakar is currently an investor at 
Accel, and is a serial entrepreneur with over nine years of 
experience running successful digital media and online video 
plaEorms, having scaled his first startup into the top 100 websites 
in the world within three years of incepAon, and successfully 
exited his second startup to BookMyShow, India's largest 
entertainment plaEorm, prior to joining Accel. An electronics 
engineer by background, Prabhakar also has an MBA from 
Harvard Business School. Prabhakar is an acAve advisor to several 
prominent blockchain companies such as Nucleus Vision, INS 
Ecosystem, Republic Protocol & Akropolis. 

Brad Yasar, Advisor. Brad is an entrepreneur, investor, mentor, 
and advisor who has started and bootstrapped several companies 
from incepAon to maturity over the past 20 years. Brad is 
currently the co-founder and Managing Partner of Krowd Mentor, 
a strategic crowdfunding advisory firm focusing on ICOs, 
cryptocurrencies, blockchain, and token powered organizaAons. 
As the co-founder for Blockchain Investors ConsorAum (BIC) with 
over $5 Billion dollars allocated to blockchain and cryptocurrency 
projects and has access to extensive dealflow and experience 
analyzing disrupAve technologies, Brad has parAcipated in dozens 
successful crowd sales, which have raised over $500 million from 
10,000s of investors since 2016. 

David Wachsman, Advisor. David Wachsman is the Founder & 
CEO of Wachsman. David and his team at Wachsman have had 
the opportunity to act as strategic advisors and to represent many 
of the most indispensable organizaAons in blockchain, serving 
prominent clients including Crypto Valley AssociaAon, Bitcoin 
Suisse, Dash, Cardano, Lisk, Steemit, ICONOMI, ChainLink, 
Bancor, Kik, YouNow, Aragon, SweetBridge, tZERO, SONM, 
DECENT, TaaS, Cofound.it, TokenCard, Decentraland, Aeternity, 
Kraken, Indorse, ZenCash, Aelf, Unocoin, Streamr, Storm, 
Ambrosus, BankEx, Enigma, Polymath, INS, and Coinsource, 
among others. David is a regular speaker at financial technology 
conferences worldwide and an industry expert frequently cited 
and featured by global media. 

Luigi Ghilardi, Advisor. With over 20 years of experience in the 
financial markets, Luigi Ghilardi II is a Managing Partner at 
Merkaba Capital, a technology-focused fund that is backed by a 
consorAum of family offices. He also serves as Managing Partner 
at Black Onyx Capital Management, a systemaAc fund established 
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in 2011; based in New York City. Luigi focuses on investments in 
US equiAes, privates, IPO’s and ICO’s with great growth potenAal. 
He was an early investor in various technology companies 
including Dropbox, Facebook, MongoDB, PalanAr Technologies, 
Vicarious, SoFi, and more. Luigi has served as a restructuring 
consultant for various business enterprises and provides advisory 
for early stage companies.

Disclaimer 

Nothing herein consAtutes an offer to sell, or the solicitaAon of an offer to buy, any tokens, nor shall there be any offer, 
solicitaAon or sale of MZX in any jurisdicAon in which such offer, solicitaAon or sale would be unlawful. You should carefully 
read and fully understand this white paper and any updates. Every potenAal token purchaser will be required to undergo an 
on-boarding process that includes idenAty verificaAon and certain other documentaAon, which you should read carefully and 
understand fully because you will be legally bound. Please make sure to consult with appropriate advisors and others. 

This white paper describes our current vision for the Mosaic plaEorm. While we intend to aZempt to realize this vision, 
please recognize that it is dependent on quite a number of factors and subject to a number of risks. It is enArely possible that 
the Mosaic plaEorm will never be implemented or adopted, or that only a porAon of our vision will be realized. We do not 
guarantee, represent or warrant any of the statements in this white paper, because they are based on our current beliefs, 
expectaAons and assumpAons, about which there can be no assurance due to various anAcipated and unanAcipated events 
that may occur. 

Please know that we plan to work hard in seeking to achieve the vision laid out in this white paper, but that you cannot rely 
on any of it coming to fruiAon. Blockchain, cryptocurrencies and other aspects of our technology and these markets are in 
their infancy and will be subject to many challenges, compeAAon and a changing environment. We will try to update our 
community as things grow and change, but undertake no obligaAon to do so.


